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External 
and/or internal

L or B is 
ubiquitous

Deformed Nuclei 
Neutron Stars 
Electron Vortices …
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Topics to be Covered
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 Rotation + Matter = Current : how to understand 
□ Puzzle and Answer 
□ Polarization surrounding a Blackhole 
 Technical Difficulties 
□ Necessity to impose a boundary condition (Mameda) 
 Electron Vortices 
□Mode decomposed analysis — Chiral Magnetic Effect 
□ Unphysical divergences 
 Angular Momenta of Magnetic Vortices 
□ Theoretically and experimentally ideal objects to treat 

the Orbital Angular Momenta
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ROTATION + MATTER
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Rotation-induced Current
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J5 = (matter with T2, μ2, …) ω

Rotation can be introduced by the coordinate transformation:

x → x cos ωt − y sin ωt
y → y cos ωt + x sin ωt

If J5 was zero at w=0, how is the current induced by rotation?

Vector (tensor) transformations do not change zero to nonzero.
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4

fields reads [25]:

rµj
µ
A =

1

384⇡2
✏µ⌫⇢�R ↵�

µ⌫ R⇢�↵� . (13)

The right-hand side takes the form of a total divergence,
from which the Chern-Simons current can be derived.
In this way we can find the Chern-Simons current jµCS
associated with the gravitational chiral anomaly as

jµCS =
1
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✏µ⌫⇢��↵
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⌘
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Under a coordinate transformation from xµ to
x0µ with rotation, �k

ij acquire a correction by
(@x0k/@xr)(@2xr)/(@x0i@x0j), that gives not only multi-
plicative transform but also additive shift as

��x
0y = ���y

0x = ! . (15)

Then, up to linear order in !, the Chern-Simons current
takes the following form:

jµCS =
!

48⇡2

�
R0

x0x +R0
y0y �Rx

yxy �Ry
xyx

�
. (16)

The important observation here is that, once the ! de-
pendence is extracted, the remaining part is written in
terms of the Riemann tensors only. In our case, with flat
0 and z directions, only Rx

yxy and Ry
xyx survive, lead-

ing to the same expression as our direct calculation of
Sec. II, jzA = �!R/(96⇡2). This is a consistency check
for our Ansatz of using the Chern-Simons current as a
proxy of the directly calculated axial current.

The relation between the microscopically computed
current and the Chern-Simons current should be under-
stood in the same way as for the CME current. In the
CME case, the axial current along the z axis is propor-
tional to ✏z0ijA0@iAj , which itself is gauge variant. How-
ever, once the chemical potential µ is turned on, A0 is re-
placed with µ, and then the rest part is the field strength
tensor and thus gauge invariant; hjzAi / µB [26]. In this
way, the Chern-Simons current can be interpreted as a
physical current due to the external environment. Our
explicit calculations support the idea that the derivation
of the CME based on the Chern-Simons current may hold
also for the CVE involving the metric background with
the following correspondence (µ in the CME) $ (! in
the CVE).

At a glance one may feel not easy to upgrade the
Chern-Simons current to a physical quantity. In the
CME case the subtle point is how µ can be physical,
while A0 is not. The answer is that µ is a holonomy:
A0 itself can be gauged away but µ is a remainder that
cannot be gauged away under the periodic boundary con-
dition in the imaginary-time formalism. In fact it is well
known that the Polyakov loop is a gauge invariant holon-
omy in non-Abelian gauge theories, and Abelian imagi-
nary µ can be defined similarly in a gauge invariant way.
For our problem with finite !, it can be gauged away by

FIG. 1. Axial current in the extremal limit in units of !.
Light color represents positively large values and dark color
represents negatively large values.

rotating coordinate transformation. We can, however, in-
troduce an indelible ! imposing periodic boundary con-
dition. This observation is consistent with the results in
Ref. [20, 22] where it is argued that rotation alone cannot
induce any physical consequence.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL JETS FROM THE
CHIRAL VORTICAL EFFECT

Once the above Ansatz of the Chern-Simons current
as a proxy of the physical axial current is accepted, we
have a powerful method to proceed to numerical compu-
tations. Let us consider a rotating gravitational back-
ground, described by the Kerr metric. It would be a
complicated calculation to evaluate the propagator on the
Kerr geometry, but it is rather straightforward to write
the Chern-Simons current down. In Boyer-Lindquist co-
ordinates (t, r, � = cos ✓, �), after some calculations, we
find jrCS 6= 0 and j�CS 6= 0, while j0CS = j�CS = 0. Here,
instead of showing the full expressions, let us discuss jrCS
and j�CS in particular limits only. For small !, the current
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rotating coordinate transformation. We can, however, in-
troduce an indelible ! imposing periodic boundary con-
dition. This observation is consistent with the results in
Ref. [20, 22] where it is argued that rotation alone cannot
induce any physical consequence.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL JETS FROM THE
CHIRAL VORTICAL EFFECT

Once the above Ansatz of the Chern-Simons current
as a proxy of the physical axial current is accepted, we
have a powerful method to proceed to numerical compu-
tations. Let us consider a rotating gravitational back-
ground, described by the Kerr metric. It would be a
complicated calculation to evaluate the propagator on the
Kerr geometry, but it is rather straightforward to write
the Chern-Simons current down. In Boyer-Lindquist co-
ordinates (t, r, � = cos ✓, �), after some calculations, we
find jrCS 6= 0 and j�CS 6= 0, while j0CS = j�CS = 0. Here,
instead of showing the full expressions, let us discuss jrCS
and j�CS in particular limits only. For small !, the current

Can be interpreted as a physical current for a given w
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Ref. [20, 22] where it is argued that rotation alone cannot
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as a proxy of the physical axial current is accepted, we
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complicated calculation to evaluate the propagator on the
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ordinates (t, r, � = cos ✓, �), after some calculations, we
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instead of showing the full expressions, let us discuss jrCS
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Once the above Ansatz of the Chern-Simons current
as a proxy of the physical axial current is accepted, we
have a powerful method to proceed to numerical compu-
tations. Let us consider a rotating gravitational back-
ground, described by the Kerr metric. It would be a
complicated calculation to evaluate the propagator on the
Kerr geometry, but it is rather straightforward to write
the Chern-Simons current down. In Boyer-Lindquist co-
ordinates (t, r, � = cos ✓, �), after some calculations, we
find jrCS 6= 0 and j�CS 6= 0, while j0CS = j�CS = 0. Here,
instead of showing the full expressions, let us discuss jrCS
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rotating coordinate transformation. We can, however, in-
troduce an indelible ! imposing periodic boundary con-
dition. This observation is consistent with the results in
Ref. [20, 22] where it is argued that rotation alone cannot
induce any physical consequence.

IV. ASTROPHYSICAL JETS FROM THE
CHIRAL VORTICAL EFFECT

Once the above Ansatz of the Chern-Simons current
as a proxy of the physical axial current is accepted, we
have a powerful method to proceed to numerical compu-
tations. Let us consider a rotating gravitational back-
ground, described by the Kerr metric. It would be a
complicated calculation to evaluate the propagator on the
Kerr geometry, but it is rather straightforward to write
the Chern-Simons current down. In Boyer-Lindquist co-
ordinates (t, r, � = cos ✓, �), after some calculations, we
find jrCS 6= 0 and j�CS 6= 0, while j0CS = j�CS = 0. Here,
instead of showing the full expressions, let us discuss jrCS
and j�CS in particular limits only. For small !, the current

Axial-current (polarization) 
surrounding the Kerr metric

Local polarization?  (Implication to QGP physics?)
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netic inhibition” in short.
In this paper, we investigate the Dirac equation with

both rotation and magnetic field and apply the resulting
energy dispersion relation to a fermionic e↵ective model.
The solution of the Dirac equation indicates that the
modified Landau levels with rotation have nondegener-
ate spectrum with angular momentum dependence. We
adopt the NJL model and impose both the magnetic field
and rotation to find chiral restoration that is driven by
increasing magnetic field especially at strong coupling.
Finally we will discuss possible physical implications of
our results to several experimental setups.

II. DIRAC EQUATION IN A ROTATING
FRAME

In curved spacetime generally the Dirac equation with
electromagnetic fields can be written as

⇥
i�

µ(Dµ + �µ)�m
⇤
 = 0 (1)

with the covariant derivative Dµ ⌘ @µ + ieAµ and e > 0
being the charge of the Dirac fermion. As usual, the
A�ne connection �µ is defined in terms of the metric
gµ⌫ or the spin connection !µij and the vierbein e

µ
i as

�µ = �
i

4
!µij�

ij
,

!µij = g↵�e
↵
i (@µe

�
j + ��

⌫µe
µ
j ) ,

�
ij =

i

4
[�i, �j ] .

(2)

The Greek and the Latin letters denote the indices in
coordinate and tangent space, respectively.

We can implement rotation by specifying the metric
characterized by the angular velocity vector, ⌦ = ⌦ẑ,
and the metric then takes the following form:

gµ⌫ =

0

B@

1� (x2 + y
2)⌦2

y⌦ �x⌦ 0
y⌦ �1 0 0
�x⌦ 0 �1 0
0 0 0 �1

1

CA . (3)

In the following calculation we adopt
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and the other components are zero, which gives the
metric (3). We shall choose the symmetric gauge in
the inertial frame and use the vector potential, Ai =
(0, By/2,�Bx/2, 0), which results in B = Bẑ with B a
constant. We can then give an explicit form of the Dirac
equation under rotation and the magnetic field, that is,
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We can solve this di↵erential equation to obtain the wave-
function as explained in App. A. For our purpose to study
the vacuum structure, we do not need the wave-function
but only the energy spectrum is su�cient.

It is easy to deduce the eigen-energies of Eq. (5) at
finite ⌦ from the ⌦ = 0 case. In this case the prob-
lem is reduced to solving the ordinary Dirac equation in
an external magnetic field. It is a well-known fact that
charged spin-s particles have the energy dispersion rela-
tion in B = Bẑ (eB > 0) as

E
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with non-negative integer n. Compared with that with-
out rotation, the Dirac equation (5) with rotation has
additional pieces of

�i(x⌦@y + y⌦@x) + ⌦�12 = ⌦(L̂z + Ŝz) . (7)

We denote the eigenvalues for L̂z and Ŝz as ` and sz,
respectively. We can regard E + ⌦(` + sz) as the en-
ergy eigenvalue in the inertial frame. In this way we can
reach the expression of the energy dispersion relations
from Eq. (5) given by
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In what follows we discuss some features of Dirac
fermions in a rotating frame.

(I) First, we make a comment on the Lorentz force in
a rotating frame. The gauge fields are transformed in a
rotating frame into the following form:

Aµ = Aie
i
µ = (�B⌦r2/2, By/2,�Bx/2, 0) , (9)

which leads to an electric field; E = �rA0 =
B⌦(x, y, 0). Hence, näıvely, one may want to identify
this E as the Lorentz force:

F = ev ⇥B = eB⌦(x, y, 0) , (10)

where v = ⌦(�y, x, 0) is the velocity vector at (x, y, 0)
caused by rotation. However, A0 = �B⌦r2/2 does not
appear in Eq. (5) because the gamma matrix �t = �
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t
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cancels it out. Therefore, rotation does not induce any
electromagnetic e↵ect. This is an important point that
ensures our later discussion on the similarity between ro-
tation and finite density for relativistic theories.

(II) Let us take a closer look at the comparison of
Eqs. (6) and (8). Without rotation, Eq. (6) expresses
the ordinary Landau quantization in which the motion
on the xy-plane is characterized by n only instead of
(px, py). Each Landau level has degeneracy associated
with some quantum number; when the area of the xy-
plane is S, the degeneracy factor for each Landau level
is gauge independent and given by
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be then a delicate quantitative competition which of |⌦ j| and
R�1| j| can be larger. Our explicit calculations (at zero temper-
ature) will show that the energy gap ⇠ R�1| j| is always larger
than the e↵ective chemical potential |⌦ j|, and so no mode is
actually Pauli blocked. This means that the chiral condensate
cannnot be modified at all so long as the temperature is smaller
than the e↵ective chemical potential.

Our results imply that the phase transition scenario needs
judicious refinements in the low-temperature region. At finite
temperature the situation could be qualitatively changed, be-
cause there is no strict Pauli blocking, and moreover the anoma-
lous e↵ects are turned on. In the end we will briefly mention on
non-trivial interplay between the rotation and the finite temper-
ature and magnetic field.

2. Reviewing the Dirac equation in a rotating frame

We explain our notation by making a quick summary of ba-
sic formulas for Dirac fermions in a rotating frame. The free
Dirac equation in curved spacetime reads [33],

⇥
i�µ(@µ + �µ) � m

⇤
 = 0 , (1)

where the covariant derivatives associated with finite rotation
are specified as �µ = � i

4!µi j�i j with the Dirac spin matri-
ces �i j = i

2 [�i, � j]. The spin connection is given by !µi j =

g↵�e↵i (@µe
�
j + �

�
µ⌫e⌫j) in terms of the metric and the vierbine,

where Greek and Latin letters represent coordinate (µ = t, x, y, z)
and tangent (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) space, respectively. In a rotating
frame with the angular frequency vector,⌦ = ⌦ ẑ, we can write
the explicit form of the metric down as

gµ⌫ =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

1 � (x2 + y2)⌦2 y⌦ �x⌦ 0
y⌦ �1 0 0
�x⌦ 0 �1 0

0 0 0 �1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (2)

The corresponding vierbine is not unique and for convenience
we shall choose them as

et
0 = ex

1 = ey
2 = ez

3 = 1, ex
0 = y⌦, ey

0 = �x⌦ , (3)

and zero for other components. We can simplify the Dirac ma-
trix structure of Eq. (1) converting �µ to �i, and then the Dirac
equation in these rotating (t, x, y, z) coordinates with �i takes the
following form,
n
i�0⇥@t+⌦(�x@y+y@x� i

2�
12)
⇤�i�1@x�i�2@y�i�3@z�m

o
 = 0 .

(4)
The solutions of the above Dirac equation provide us with a
complete set of bases. The positive-energy particle solutions
with positive and negative helicity take the following explicit
form in the Dirac representation of �i’s;

u+ =
e�iEt+ipzz
p
" + m

0
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�pz �`+1

1
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,

(5)

where " ⌘ |E + ⌦ j|. Here j represents the z-component of the
total angular momentum and we introduce ` = `+ = `� � 1 with
the azimuthal quantum number `± for spin “up” and “down”
states, so that j = ` + 1/2 holds for any spin states. Also,
we defined scalar functions of the radial momentum as �` =
ei`✓J`(p`, kr) and �`+1 = ei(`+1)✓J`+1(p`, kr), which lead to the
dispersion relation "2 = p2

`, k + p2
z + m2. In the same way the

negative-energy antiparticle solutions with positive and nega-
tive helicity are obtained from v± = i�2u⇤± as
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(6)
As we discuss later, we will compute the vacuum expectation
value of field operators using these basis functions.

3. Momentum discretization

In a finite box the momenta should be discrete reflecting the
(sharp) boundary condition imposed on the edge of the box. We
are considering a cylinder that has a boundary at r =

p
x2 + y2 =

R and is infinitely long along the z-axis. Thus, pz is not modi-
fied, while the radial momenta should take discrete values gapped
by / R�1, which was the reason why we denoted them as p`, k.
Since this discretization property is such crucial for our quan-
titative comparisons, let us carefully see how the discretization
condition is physically required.

To this end, we see how the current conservation follows in
a finite-size cylindrical system [34]. For the fermion in curved
spacetime the vector current conservation law reads,

rµ jµ =
1
p
|g|
@µ(
p
|g| jµ) = 0 , (7)

where rµ represents the covariant derivative and jµ =  ̄�µ .
Thus, to keep the total charge constant in a cylinder, we must
impose a condition of no incoming flux at the spatial boundary
as

Z

V
dV @↵(

p
|g|  ̄�↵ ) =

Z

@V
d⌃↵
p
|g|  ̄�↵ = 0 . (8)

Here ↵ stands for the spatial components x, y, z in coordinate
space. In cylindrical coordinates the above condition turns into

R
Z 1

�1
dz
Z 2⇡

0
d✓  ̄�r 

����
r=R
= 0 . (9)

We note that �r ⌘ �1 cos ✓ + �2 sin ✓ that follows from �1@1 +
�2@2 = �r@r + r�1�✓@✓. For arbitrary fermionic fields we can
expand  (x) using the complete set of u±(x) and v±(x), and then
after the ✓-integration which constrains possible combinations
of `, we find a superposition of four linear independent quanti-
ties;

J`(p`�1,kR)J`(p`,k0R) , J`(p`,kR)J`(p`�1,k0R) ,
J`(p`�1,kR)J`(p�`�1,k0R) , J`(p`,kR)J`(p�`,k0R) .
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We explain our notation by making a quick summary of ba-
sic formulas for Dirac fermions in a rotating frame. The free
Dirac equation in curved spacetime reads [33],

⇥
i�µ(@µ + �µ) � m

⇤
 = 0 , (1)

where the covariant derivatives associated with finite rotation
are specified as �µ = � i

4!µi j�i j with the Dirac spin matri-
ces �i j = i

2 [�i, � j]. The spin connection is given by !µi j =

g↵�e↵i (@µe
�
j + �

�
µ⌫e⌫j) in terms of the metric and the vierbine,

where Greek and Latin letters represent coordinate (µ = t, x, y, z)
and tangent (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) space, respectively. In a rotating
frame with the angular frequency vector,⌦ = ⌦ ẑ, we can write
the explicit form of the metric down as

gµ⌫ =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

1 � (x2 + y2)⌦2 y⌦ �x⌦ 0
y⌦ �1 0 0
�x⌦ 0 �1 0

0 0 0 �1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (2)

The corresponding vierbine is not unique and for convenience
we shall choose them as

et
0 = ex

1 = ey
2 = ez

3 = 1, ex
0 = y⌦, ey

0 = �x⌦ , (3)

and zero for other components. We can simplify the Dirac ma-
trix structure of Eq. (1) converting �µ to �i, and then the Dirac
equation in these rotating (t, x, y, z) coordinates with �i takes the
following form,
n
i�0⇥@t+⌦(�x@y+y@x� i

2�
12)
⇤�i�1@x�i�2@y�i�3@z�m

o
 = 0 .

(4)
The solutions of the above Dirac equation provide us with a
complete set of bases. The positive-energy particle solutions
with positive and negative helicity take the following explicit
form in the Dirac representation of �i’s;

u+ =
e�iEt+ipzz
p
" + m

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

(" + m)�`
0

pz �`
ip`, k �`+1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
, u� =

e�iEt+ipzz
p
" + m

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

0
(" + m)�`+1
�ip`, k �`
�pz �`+1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
,

(5)

where " ⌘ |E + ⌦ j|. Here j represents the z-component of the
total angular momentum and we introduce ` = `+ = `� � 1 with
the azimuthal quantum number `± for spin “up” and “down”
states, so that j = ` + 1/2 holds for any spin states. Also,
we defined scalar functions of the radial momentum as �` =
ei`✓J`(p`, kr) and �`+1 = ei(`+1)✓J`+1(p`, kr), which lead to the
dispersion relation "2 = p2

`, k + p2
z + m2. In the same way the

negative-energy antiparticle solutions with positive and nega-
tive helicity are obtained from v± = i�2u⇤± as

v+ =
eiEt�ipzz
p
" + m

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

�ip`, k �⇤`+1
�pz �

⇤
`

0
(" + m)�⇤`

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
, v� =

eiEt�ipzz
p
" + m

0
BBBBBBBBBBBB@

�pz �
⇤
`+1

�ip`, k �⇤`
�(" + m)�⇤`+1

0

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCA
.

(6)
As we discuss later, we will compute the vacuum expectation
value of field operators using these basis functions.

3. Momentum discretization

In a finite box the momenta should be discrete reflecting the
(sharp) boundary condition imposed on the edge of the box. We
are considering a cylinder that has a boundary at r =

p
x2 + y2 =

R and is infinitely long along the z-axis. Thus, pz is not modi-
fied, while the radial momenta should take discrete values gapped
by / R�1, which was the reason why we denoted them as p`, k.
Since this discretization property is such crucial for our quan-
titative comparisons, let us carefully see how the discretization
condition is physically required.

To this end, we see how the current conservation follows in
a finite-size cylindrical system [34]. For the fermion in curved
spacetime the vector current conservation law reads,

rµ jµ =
1
p
|g|
@µ(
p
|g| jµ) = 0 , (7)

where rµ represents the covariant derivative and jµ =  ̄�µ .
Thus, to keep the total charge constant in a cylinder, we must
impose a condition of no incoming flux at the spatial boundary
as

Z

V
dV @↵(

p
|g|  ̄�↵ ) =

Z

@V
d⌃↵
p
|g|  ̄�↵ = 0 . (8)

Here ↵ stands for the spatial components x, y, z in coordinate
space. In cylindrical coordinates the above condition turns into

R
Z 1

�1
dz
Z 2⇡

0
d✓  ̄�r 

����
r=R
= 0 . (9)

We note that �r ⌘ �1 cos ✓ + �2 sin ✓ that follows from �1@1 +
�2@2 = �r@r + r�1�✓@✓. For arbitrary fermionic fields we can
expand  (x) using the complete set of u±(x) and v±(x), and then
after the ✓-integration which constrains possible combinations
of `, we find a superposition of four linear independent quanti-
ties;

J`(p`�1,kR)J`(p`,k0R) , J`(p`,kR)J`(p`�1,k0R) ,
J`(p`�1,kR)J`(p�`�1,k0R) , J`(p`,kR)J`(p�`,k0R) .

2

Solve this in a finite cylinder (radius R)

Not only the affine connection but gamma’s changed

Hrot = H � !Jz Thermal ModelRotation ~ Density

Chen-Fukushima-Huang- 
-Mameda (2016)
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portional to y ~ p in S,'"'(p, g, ) vanishes upon integration over p and that terms independent of y'
drop out after taking the trace. Omitting a11 these terms we get

0 g(0)) =-(2p-'(2n) '+exp(eg, ) I d'p Tr/0 Z~ exp(-0 ~ Zs/8$, )]g,(f,'-p') ',
where I have used that Z =y yy'.
Since 0 ~ Z =QZ, and Z, =diag(1, -1,1,—1), we easily find

Tr(Q ~ Z exp(-,' 0 Zs/sg, )].=20[exp(-,'Qs/eg, ) —exp(——,Qs/sg, )].
Using the relation

exp(nd/dx) f(x) =f(x+n),
we can now rewrite Eq. (Dl) as

0 ~ (J(0)) =—QP '(2n) 'g exp(qg, ) d'P((g, +0/2)[(f, +0/2)'-P'] '-(g, —0/2)[(g, —0/2)' p']-'].
l

(D2)

(D8)

(D4)

Using the same device as in Sec. IV to replace the
sum over l by an integral, we find

0 g(o))

=0(2P&') ')) dPP'[f, (P+0/2) f,(P- 0/-)2]
0

where g =QP/2. The integral in Eq. (D5) can be
evaluated, '

f 00
(coshx+ cosh)) 'x'dx = $(m'+ g') /8 sinh$

(De)

= —(2n'p') ' sinhg)) (coshx+coshg) 'x'dx,
0

and we obtain

( J(0) ) =—0(T '/12+0'/48m'),
in agreement with Ref. 3.

(D7)

~For a review see, e.g., A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gorkov,
and 1. K. Dzyaloshinski, Methods of Quantum Field
Theory in Statistical Physics, translated and edited
by B. Silverman (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
N. Y., 1963).
C. W. 33ernard, Phys. Bev. D 9, 3312 (1974); L. Dolan
and R. Jackiw, ibid. 9, 3320 (1974); S. Weinberg, ibid.
9, 3357 (1974). Other references can be found in
B.Hakim, Biv. Nuovo Cimento 1, No. 6 (1S78).
A. Vilenkin, Phys. Rev. D 20, 1807 (1979); Phys. Lett.
80B, 150 (1978).
L. D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz, Statistical Physics
(Pergamon, London, 1969).

~Note that n„has a singularity at&= mQ. This singu-
larity, however, is unphysical. A rotating system
cannot have size greater than Q (otherwise the velo-
city at the boundary would exceed the velocity of light),
and in a finite system the energy is quantized in such
a way that u is always greater than mQ. (There are
some exceptions in which the field has exponentially
growing modes. See Bef. 6.) As an example, consider
an infinite cylinder of radius R rotating around its ax-
is. Requiring that 4 vanishes at the boundary, we find
the energy levels ~nmp = @ +p + gmz R )~, where ~mn
is the nth root of J~(x). It can be shown (Bef. 7) that
$~„&m. Thus, „~p& $~„R & mQ. In the present
paper we shall assume that the lowest energy modes
are unimportant and thus the infinite-space solutions
(17) can be used.
Ya. B. Zeldovich, Pis'ma Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 14, 270

(1971) [JETP Lett. 14, 180 (1971)];W. M. Press and
S. A. Teukolsky, Nature 238, 211 (1972); A. Vilenkin,
Phys. Lett. 788, 301 (1978).
I. S. Gradshteyn and I.M. Byzhik, Table of Integrals,
Series and Products (Academic, New York, 1S65).
In fact, Eq. (24) follows directly from the definition of
the temperature Green's function (see Bef. 2) and holds
for interacting as well as for free fields.
In this paper I use physical, not coordinate components
of vectors, so that A&=A @, where e&, e&, e3 are unit
vectors parallel to the local coordinate axes.

~ The matrices y ~ and y are taken in the representation
of J.D. Bjorken and S. D. Drell, Relativistic Quantum
Mechanics (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1964).
In Bef. 3, the matrix y and the argular quantum num-
ber m were taken with a wrong sign. The correct equa-
tions are obtained by changing L -L and m -m in
Eqs. (15), (19), and (20) of Bef. 3. All the following
equations, including the final results, do not change.

~2See, e.g. , S. S. Schweber, An Introduction to Relativis-
tic Quantum Field Theory (Bow, Peterson, Evanston,
Illinois, 1961).

~3A nonvanishing zero-temperature value of (J (0)) in Eq.
(83) is due. to the fact that the Fermi distribution func-
tion

f~~= {exp[P(~—~Q)i +1)
does not vanish for ~& mQ, even at T = 0. It seems
reasonable to assume that the finite size of the system
modifies the particle spectrum in such a way that co is
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Here,
—(es(&o-mo ~ 1)-& (23)

A =(4n'R) ' sinP, R,
where

is the Bose-Einstein distribution for a rotating
system, ' 7 =v, —v'„ the upper and lower lines in
parentheses correspond to r, &v2 and 7; & T„re-
spectively, and I have used the fact that

(a„' „a„., „,), =n„„6„„.6(P -P')6((o —(o'),
(a„«„a',«. ,), = (n„+1)6„„,6(p —p' )6 (&o —~ ' ),

It is easily seen from Eq. (22) that' for -p& v &0,
D(&+0) =D(&) (24)

and thus the function D in the interval —P& 7.&P ca.n
be expanded in a Fourier series as

D(x„r„.x„v,) =g ' g e '"'D(x„x„v„), (25)

R
I
x x

I
(r +x,' —2r, x, cos(&f&, —(f),)
+(e, -e.)'l'".

Another representation for the Green's func-
tion D can be obtained if we note that Eq. (28) can
be rewritten in the form

D(x„x„v„)=g (k. ) ' —iQ «D, (x„x„v„)8 v„9&]&,

8 8=exp —iO, Do x] x2 pev„e,
(31)

Here, D, is the scalar Green's function for a non-
rotating system which is given by the well-known
expression'

where v„=2minP '. The function D(x„x„v„)can
be found from

D,(x„x„v„)= —(2m) 'J d'pe"'"' *"

8
D(x„x„v„)=—,

' e'"'D(x„r; x„0)dr
«g

8
e"~' D(x „v;x „0)dr . (26)

Noticing tha. t
Qs/sy, =Q (x, x v, ),

we obtain finally

x(v„P —P ) -(32)

(33)

Substituting Eq. (22) in Eq. (26) and integrating
over v, we obtain

D(x~~x~~ „)

dp i«~pm & Ql pm 2
p —co +m(3ft

4*.,.(x,) 4., (x.)
~ (27)v„+co —mQ

In most physical situations, Q«T and one can
be interested in calculating the first few terms in
the expansions of physical quantities in powers
of PQ =(O'Q/k T). Expanding (v„—u+mQ) ' and
(v„+v —mQ) ' in powers of Q, we obtain

f" dw g(iQ 8),

D(x„x„v„)=exp —iQ ~ (x, x V, ) 8 v~

&&D,(x„x„v„).
B. Spinor field

The spinor field equation in cylindrical co-
ordinates is'

where'"

(35)

d(d ~ zQ 8
vn+~ «=u vn+~ sfx

(28)

r, =—2 O'3

2 0

0 (37)

where

dP „, x, *„x,.
-po m

(29)

The quantity A can be calculated directly from Eq.
(29) using the cylindrical wave functions (17). This
is done in Appendix B. The result is

(I+y')e'(x, i) =O. (38)
The primes in Eqs. (35), (36), and (38) indicate
that the corresponding quantities are taken in
cylindrical coordinates. Unprimed quantities
correspond to Cartesian coordinates.

For neutrinos p, =0, and Eq. (35) is supplemented
by the condition"
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portional to y ~ p in S,'"'(p, g, ) vanishes upon integration over p and that terms independent of y'
drop out after taking the trace. Omitting a11 these terms we get

0 g(0)) =-(2p-'(2n) '+exp(eg, ) I d'p Tr/0 Z~ exp(-0 ~ Zs/8$, )]g,(f,'-p') ',
where I have used that Z =y yy'.
Since 0 ~ Z =QZ, and Z, =diag(1, -1,1,—1), we easily find

Tr(Q ~ Z exp(-,' 0 Zs/sg, )].=20[exp(-,'Qs/eg, ) —exp(——,Qs/sg, )].
Using the relation

exp(nd/dx) f(x) =f(x+n),
we can now rewrite Eq. (Dl) as

0 ~ (J(0)) =—QP '(2n) 'g exp(qg, ) d'P((g, +0/2)[(f, +0/2)'-P'] '-(g, —0/2)[(g, —0/2)' p']-'].
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Using the same device as in Sec. IV to replace the
sum over l by an integral, we find
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where g =QP/2. The integral in Eq. (D5) can be
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and we obtain

( J(0) ) =—0(T '/12+0'/48m'),
in agreement with Ref. 3.
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a way that u is always greater than mQ. (There are
some exceptions in which the field has exponentially
growing modes. See Bef. 6.) As an example, consider
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Eqs. (15), (19), and (20) of Bef. 3. All the following
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~3A nonvanishing zero-temperature value of (J (0)) in Eq.
(83) is due. to the fact that the Fermi distribution func-
tion

f~~= {exp[P(~—~Q)i +1)
does not vanish for ~& mQ, even at T = 0. It seems
reasonable to assume that the finite size of the system
modifies the particle spectrum in such a way that co is
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Is it really possible to change the QCD vacuum 
  just by rotation ???

The answer is negative (nontrivial for fermions)
Ebihara-Fukushima-Mameda (2017)

Causality System size should be finite ~ R
Energy dispersion should be gapped ~ J/R!R < 1

<latexit sha1_base64="qsnRBAvj3mJsR6eky5zPGZIUP64=">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</latexit>

Induced chemical potential ~ wJ

Gap is always bigger than the energy shift
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There are lots of calculations on 
the phase diagram under magnetic fields.

There are already some calculations on 
the phase diagram under rotations.

Why no calculations involving both???

Naive calculations contaminated by 
unphysical divergences…
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3

are exponentially localized on the transverse (r,') plane.
Throughout this work we employ the Dirac represen-

tation for the � matrices, i.e.,

�0 = �I 0
0 −I� , �i = � 0 �i−�i 0

� , (1)

where I is the 2 × 2 unit matrix and �i’s are the Pauli
matrices. In this convention �5 takes a non-diagonal form
of

�5 = �0 I
I 0
� . (2)

The solutions of the free Dirac equation with the electric
charge convention, e < 0, read in the Dirac representa-
tion:

u(↑)n,l,k(r,', z, t)

= e−i"(↑)n,l,kt+ikz�
"(↑)n,l,k +m

��������

("(↑)n,l,k +m)�n,l(�2,')
0

k�n,l(�2,')
i
��e�B(2n+�l�+l+2)�n,l+1(�2,')

��������
(3)

for the state with the positive helicity, the positive en-
ergy, and (the z component of) the total angular momen-
tum, Jz = l+ 1

2 . In the above expression n and l form the
Landau level index and l and s represent the z-component
eigenvalues of the orbital and the spin angular momenta,
respectively. The z-component of the three momentum
is denoted by k. A mixture of l and l + 1 in the spinor
components stems from twofold realization of the same
Jz as l + 1

2 and (l + 1)− 1
2 . In the same way, the negative

helicity and positive energy states read:

u(↓)n,l,k(r,', z, t)

= e−i"(↓)n,l,kt+ikz�
"(↓)n,l,k +m

��������

0

("(↓)n,l,k +m)�n,l+1(�2,')
−i��e�B(2n+�l + 1�+l+1)�n,l(�2,')

−k�n,l+1(�2,')

��������
(4)

for the same total angular momentum, Jz = l+ 1
2 . In these

expressions (3) and (4) we introduced a dimensionless
variable �2 = 1

2eBr2 and defined a function �n,l(�2,')
as

�n,l(�2,') =
�

n!

(n + �l�)! e−
1
2�

2

��l�L�l�n (�2) eil' . (5)

It would be useful to make it clear how we chose the nor-
malization of the above function, that is., our convention
is,

� dxdy ��n,l(�2,')�2 = 2⇡

�eB� � d�2��n,l(�2,')�2 = 2⇡

�eB� .
(6)

This Landau wave-function, representing a localized spa-
tial profile, has an exponential damping factor for large

r2. For these states of u(↑)n,l,k and u(↓)n,l,k, the one particle
eigenenergies are given by

�����������
"(↑)n,l,k =��e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2) + k2 +m2 ,

"(↓)n,l,k =��e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1) + k2 +m2 .
(7)

We note that the normalization (6) corresponds to the
following convention for the Dirac spinor normalization:

�eB�
2⇡ � dxdy u(↑,↓)†n,l,k u(↑,↓)n,l,k = 2"(↑,↓)n,l,k . (8)

This is reduced to the standard normalization in the limit
of eB → 0, which can be understood from ∫ dxdy e−�2 =
2⇡��eB�. In later discussions, in fact, we will consider the
eB → 0 limit, which needs extra care about the treatment
of 2⇡��eB� which is cut o↵ by the transverse area S⊥ for
eB → 0.
The anti-particle solutions of the free Dirac equation

in the magnetic field with Jz = l + 1
2 read:

v(↑)n,l,k(r,', z, t)

= ei"̄
(↑)
n,l,kt−ikz�
"̄(↑)n,l,k +m

��������

−i��e�B(2n+�l�−l)�n,−l−1(�2,')
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0
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��������
(9)

for the positive helicity anti-particle state. The anti-
particle states with the negative helicity read:

v(↓)n,l,k(r,', z, t)

= ei"̄
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��������
(10)

which carries the same total angular momentum, Jz =
l + 1

2 . The anti-particle eigenenergies are written as

�����������
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Now, for developing deeper understanding of magnetic
properties, it is crucially important to see where the low-
est Landau levels (LLLs) lie in this setup. For particles
with e < 0 (or the electrons particularly) we can imme-
diately identify the LLLs as (↓) states with n = 0 and

l ≤ −1 (i.e., Jz < 0), for which "(↓)n=0,l≤−1,k =√k2 +m2. For
anti-particles (or the positrons), in the same way, the
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with e < 0 (or the electrons particularly) we can imme-
diately identify the LLLs as (↓) states with n = 0 and
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Polarized wave-function with angular momentum l
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FIG. 2. Density plot of ⇢(↓)n,l,k from one LLL with n = 0,

l = −1 (i.e., Jz = − 1
2
) with all dimensionful quantities rescaled

with k. The mass is chosen as m�k = 1. The left panel is
for the magnetic strength �e�B�k2 = 1 and the right one for�e�B�k2 = 3.

FIG. 3. Density plot of ⇢(↓)n,l,k from another LLL with n = 0,
l = −3 (i.e., Jz = − 5

2
) with all dimensionful quantities rescaled

with k. The mass is chosen as m�k = 1. The left panel is
for the magnetic strength �e�B�k2 = 1 and the right one for�e�B�k2 = 3.

r here) are, corresponding to Eq. (6), quantized as

r(↑,↓)n,l,k = � dxdy ⇢(↑,↓)n,l,k = 2⇡

�eB� ,
r̄(↑,↓)n,l,k = � dxdy ⇢̄(↑,↓)n,l,k = − 2⇡

�eB�
(18)

for any (n, l, k).
We make density plots for ⇢(↓)n,l,k in Figs. 2 and 3 to

visualize spatial distributions of the s-wave and d-wave
LLL states (there are essentially the same plots shown
in Ref. [58]). In our assignment l = −1 for the ↓ spin
corresponds to the s-wave state with Jz = −1

2 , so that
the density is peaked around the origin in Fig. 2. As the
magnetic field increases from the left panel to the right
panel, the wave-function becomes more localized near the
origin, as is clear in both Figs. 2 and 3. Then, such
a suppression factor by 1�(eB) in Eq. (18) is naturally
understood from reduction of distributed areas. Figure 3
is a plot for the l = −3 or Jz = −5

2 mode. In this case
the centrifugal force makes the wave-function peaks farer
from the origin and there is a hollow around the origin.

Next, we shall consider the chirality density, i.e., ⇢5 =� ̂†�5 ̂�, in the same way, which can be symbolically
decomposed again as

⇢5 = �
n,l,k
(⇢(↑)5 n,l,k + ⇢(↓)5 n,l,k + ⇢̄(↑)5 n,l,k + ⇢̄(↓)5 n,l,k) . (19)

Here, simple calculations immediately lead to the follow-
ing expressions:

⇢(↑)5 n,l,k = k

"(↑)n,l,k

��n,l�2 , ⇢(↓)5 n,l,k = − k

"(↓)n,l,k

��n,l+1�2 (20)

for â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states and
⇢̄(↑)5 n,l,k = k

"̄(↑)n,l,k

��n,−l�2 , ⇢̄(↓)5 n,l,k = − k

"̄(↓)n,l,k

��n,−l−1�2 (21)

for b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. These are surprisingly simple expres-
sions as compared to counterparts of the fermion number
density. Unlike the fermion density, we see that the net
chirality is vanishing after taking the mode sum over k.
This is because the combination of (↑, ↓) and k uniquely
fixes whether the chirality is positive or negative. Usually
for massless fermions the chirality is determined by the
spin and the momentum directions; in the present setup k
is nothing but the momentum direction and (↑, ↓) corre-
sponds to the spin direction. Supposing that states with
a particular k ≠ 0 are prepared, LLLs are states with the
largest chirality, i.e.,

r(↓)5,LLL = � dxdy ⇢(↓)5,LLL = − 2⇡

�eB�
k

"k
,

r̄(↑)5,LLL = � dxdy ⇢̄(↑)5,LLL = 2⇡

�eB�
k

"k

(22)

after the spatial integration, where "k = √k2 +m2. In
the massless limit of m → 0, we see that k�"k reduces to
the sign function of k.

In this paper we would not plot ⇢(↑,↓)5 n,l,k nor ⇢̄(↑,↓)5 n,l,k, for
they look indistinguishably similar to Figs. 2 and 3 on
the qualitative level.

B. Vector and Axial Vector Currents

We can further proceed to the vector and the ax-
ial vector currents, that is, jz = � ̂†�0�z ̂� and jz5 =� ̂†�0�z�5 ̂� mode by mode. Interestingly, for the vector
components, we find such simple expressions as

jz(↑)n,l,k = k

"(↑)n,l,k

��n,l�2 , jz(↓)n,l,k = k

"(↓)n,l,k

��n,l+1�2 (23)

for â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states and
j̄z(↑)n,l,k = − k

"̄(↑)n,l,k

��n,−l�2 , j̄z(↓)n,l,k = − k

"̄(↓)n,l,k

��n,−l−1�2 (24)
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FIG. 2. Density plot of ⇢(↓)n,l,k from one LLL with n = 0,

l = −1 (i.e., Jz = − 1
2
) with all dimensionful quantities rescaled

with k. The mass is chosen as m�k = 1. The left panel is
for the magnetic strength �e�B�k2 = 1 and the right one for�e�B�k2 = 3.
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FIG. 3. Density plot of ⇢(↓)n,l,k from another LLL with n = 0,
l = −3 (i.e., Jz = − 5

2
) with all dimensionful quantities rescaled

with k. The mass is chosen as m�k = 1. The left panel is
for the magnetic strength �e�B�k2 = 1 and the right one for�e�B�k2 = 3.

r here) are, corresponding to Eq. (6), quantized as

r(↑,↓)n,l,k = � dxdy ⇢(↑,↓)n,l,k = 2⇡

�eB� ,
r̄(↑,↓)n,l,k = � dxdy ⇢̄(↑,↓)n,l,k = − 2⇡

�eB�
(18)

for any (n, l, k).
We make density plots for ⇢(↓)n,l,k in Figs. 2 and 3 to

visualize spatial distributions of the s-wave and d-wave
LLL states (there are essentially the same plots shown
in Ref. [58]). In our assignment l = −1 for the ↓ spin
corresponds to the s-wave state with Jz = −1

2 , so that
the density is peaked around the origin in Fig. 2. As the
magnetic field increases from the left panel to the right
panel, the wave-function becomes more localized near the
origin, as is clear in both Figs. 2 and 3. Then, such
a suppression factor by 1�(eB) in Eq. (18) is naturally
understood from reduction of distributed areas. Figure 3
is a plot for the l = −3 or Jz = −5

2 mode. In this case
the centrifugal force makes the wave-function peaks farer
from the origin and there is a hollow around the origin.

Next, we shall consider the chirality density, i.e., ⇢5 =� ̂†�5 ̂�, in the same way, which can be symbolically
decomposed again as

⇢5 = �
n,l,k
(⇢(↑)5 n,l,k + ⇢(↓)5 n,l,k + ⇢̄(↑)5 n,l,k + ⇢̄(↓)5 n,l,k) . (19)

Here, simple calculations immediately lead to the follow-
ing expressions:

⇢(↑)5 n,l,k = k
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��n,−l−1�2 (21)

for b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. These are surprisingly simple expres-
sions as compared to counterparts of the fermion number
density. Unlike the fermion density, we see that the net
chirality is vanishing after taking the mode sum over k.
This is because the combination of (↑, ↓) and k uniquely
fixes whether the chirality is positive or negative. Usually
for massless fermions the chirality is determined by the
spin and the momentum directions; in the present setup k
is nothing but the momentum direction and (↑, ↓) corre-
sponds to the spin direction. Supposing that states with
a particular k ≠ 0 are prepared, LLLs are states with the
largest chirality, i.e.,

r(↓)5,LLL = � dxdy ⇢(↓)5,LLL = − 2⇡
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,
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after the spatial integration, where "k = √k2 +m2. In
the massless limit of m → 0, we see that k�"k reduces to
the sign function of k.

In this paper we would not plot ⇢(↑,↓)5 n,l,k nor ⇢̄(↑,↓)5 n,l,k, for
they look indistinguishably similar to Figs. 2 and 3 on
the qualitative level.

B. Vector and Axial Vector Currents

We can further proceed to the vector and the ax-
ial vector currents, that is, jz = � ̂†�0�z ̂� and jz5 =� ̂†�0�z�5 ̂� mode by mode. Interestingly, for the vector
components, we find such simple expressions as

jz(↑)n,l,k = k
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for â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states and
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the LLLs for negatively
charged particles (electrons) and positively charged anti-
particles (positrons). The preferred spin and orbital align-
ments are consistent with classical motion of charged parti-
cles.

LLLs are found to be (↑) states with n = 0 and l ≥ 0 (i.e.,

Jz > 0), for which "̄(↑)n=0,l≥0,k =√k2 +m2. The range of l is(−∞,∞) but the LLLs span over −S⊥�eB��(2⇡) < Jz < 0
for the (↓) particles and 0 < Jz < S⊥�eB��(2⇡) for the(↑) anti-particles for su�ciently large S⊥�eB��(2⇡) (see
Ref. [46] for details).

We note that the preferred (↑, ↓) and the range of l for
these LLLs are completely consistent with our intuition
based on classical physics; the energy is lowered by the
spin alignment anti-parallel to B for negatively charged
particles, while the spin alignment should be parallel to
B for positively charged anti-particles. The orbital dy-
namics is in accord to the Larmor motion in classical
electrodynamics and Jz < 0 for electrons and Jz > 0 for
positrons are naturally concluded, respectively. For a
schematic illustration, see Fig. 1.

III. MODE DECOMPOSED DENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

We will consider mode-by-mode contributions to the
expectation values of the scalar (density), the pseudo-
scalar (chirality density), the vector, and the axial-vector
operators. We will later make use of the results in this
section to propose the mode decomposed version of the
CME. Also we apply our results for a canonical formula-
tion of rotating fermions.

A. Density and Chirality Density

The fermion number density is given by ⇢ = � ̂† ̂�,
where  ̂ represents a Dirac field operator. It is a standard
procedure to expand  ̂ in terms of the complete basis of

u(↑,↓)n,l,k with particle annihilation operators â(↑,↓)n,l,k and v(↑,↓)n,l,k

with anti-particle creation operators b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k in the second
quantization method. Then, we can express ⇢ as a linear
superposition of di↵erent (n, l, k) contributions, which we
can symbolically represent in the following form:

⇢ = �
n,l,k
(⇢(↑)n,l,k + ⇢(↓)n,l,k + ⇢̄(↑)n,l,k + ⇢̄(↓)n,l,k) , (12)

where the first two (and the last two) represent the par-
ticle (and the anti-particle) contributions. The sum-
integral is a short-hand representation of the phase space
sum over (n, l, k) with the proper weight having the mass
dimension three. More explicitly, the phase space inte-
gral is replaced as

� d2k⊥(2⇡)2 ⇔
1

S⊥�n,l
′ → �eB�

2⇡
�
n,l

, (13)

where S⊥ is the transverse area and∑′ denotes a weighted
sum that can reproduce the phase space integral in the
zero magnetic limit and the weight goes to S⊥�eB��(2⇡)
for su�ciently large S⊥�eB��(2⇡). For a precise definition,
see Ref. [46]; we need to cope with a finite sized boundary
condition and this is beyond the current scope.

These expectation values of ⇢(↑,↓)n,l,k and ⇢̄(↑,↓)n,l,k depend on

the state. If we take an expectation value with â(↑)†n,l,k �0�,
we can immediately find the density constituent, using
the explicit solutions of the Dirac equation, as

⇢(↑)n,l,k = ("
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2)
2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2 .

(14)

In the same way, we consider an expectation value cor-

responding to a state, â(↓)†n,l,k �0�, which turns out to be

⇢(↓)n,l,k = ("
(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1)
2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2 .

(15)

Similarly, for the anti-particle contributions, states

b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� lead to the expectation values as given by

⇢̄(↑)n,l,k = − ("̄
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2

− �e�B(2n + �l� − l)
2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2 ,

(16)

and

⇢̄(↓)n,l,k = − ("̄
(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2

− �e�B(2n + �l + 1� − l + 1)
2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2 .

(17)

For our later quantitative discussions it is important to
note that the spatially integrated quantities (denoted by

5

FIG. 2. Density plot of ⇢(↓)n,l,k from one LLL with n = 0,

l = −1 (i.e., Jz = − 1
2
) with all dimensionful quantities rescaled

with k. The mass is chosen as m�k = 1. The left panel is
for the magnetic strength �e�B�k2 = 1 and the right one for�e�B�k2 = 3.

FIG. 3. Density plot of ⇢(↓)n,l,k from another LLL with n = 0,
l = −3 (i.e., Jz = − 5

2
) with all dimensionful quantities rescaled

with k. The mass is chosen as m�k = 1. The left panel is
for the magnetic strength �e�B�k2 = 1 and the right one for�e�B�k2 = 3.

r here) are, corresponding to Eq. (6), quantized as

r(↑,↓)n,l,k = � dxdy ⇢(↑,↓)n,l,k = 2⇡

�eB� ,
r̄(↑,↓)n,l,k = � dxdy ⇢̄(↑,↓)n,l,k = − 2⇡

�eB�
(18)

for any (n, l, k).
We make density plots for ⇢(↓)n,l,k in Figs. 2 and 3 to

visualize spatial distributions of the s-wave and d-wave
LLL states (there are essentially the same plots shown
in Ref. [58]). In our assignment l = −1 for the ↓ spin
corresponds to the s-wave state with Jz = −1

2 , so that
the density is peaked around the origin in Fig. 2. As the
magnetic field increases from the left panel to the right
panel, the wave-function becomes more localized near the
origin, as is clear in both Figs. 2 and 3. Then, such
a suppression factor by 1�(eB) in Eq. (18) is naturally
understood from reduction of distributed areas. Figure 3
is a plot for the l = −3 or Jz = −5

2 mode. In this case
the centrifugal force makes the wave-function peaks farer
from the origin and there is a hollow around the origin.

Next, we shall consider the chirality density, i.e., ⇢5 =� ̂†�5 ̂�, in the same way, which can be symbolically
decomposed again as

⇢5 = �
n,l,k
(⇢(↑)5 n,l,k + ⇢(↓)5 n,l,k + ⇢̄(↑)5 n,l,k + ⇢̄(↓)5 n,l,k) . (19)

Here, simple calculations immediately lead to the follow-
ing expressions:

⇢(↑)5 n,l,k = k

"(↑)n,l,k

��n,l�2 , ⇢(↓)5 n,l,k = − k

"(↓)n,l,k

��n,l+1�2 (20)

for â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states and
⇢̄(↑)5 n,l,k = k

"̄(↑)n,l,k

��n,−l�2 , ⇢̄(↓)5 n,l,k = − k

"̄(↓)n,l,k

��n,−l−1�2 (21)

for b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. These are surprisingly simple expres-
sions as compared to counterparts of the fermion number
density. Unlike the fermion density, we see that the net
chirality is vanishing after taking the mode sum over k.
This is because the combination of (↑, ↓) and k uniquely
fixes whether the chirality is positive or negative. Usually
for massless fermions the chirality is determined by the
spin and the momentum directions; in the present setup k
is nothing but the momentum direction and (↑, ↓) corre-
sponds to the spin direction. Supposing that states with
a particular k ≠ 0 are prepared, LLLs are states with the
largest chirality, i.e.,

r(↓)5,LLL = � dxdy ⇢(↓)5,LLL = − 2⇡

�eB�
k

"k
,

r̄(↑)5,LLL = � dxdy ⇢̄(↑)5,LLL = 2⇡

�eB�
k

"k

(22)

after the spatial integration, where "k = √k2 +m2. In
the massless limit of m → 0, we see that k�"k reduces to
the sign function of k.

In this paper we would not plot ⇢(↑,↓)5 n,l,k nor ⇢̄(↑,↓)5 n,l,k, for
they look indistinguishably similar to Figs. 2 and 3 on
the qualitative level.

B. Vector and Axial Vector Currents

We can further proceed to the vector and the ax-
ial vector currents, that is, jz = � ̂†�0�z ̂� and jz5 =� ̂†�0�z�5 ̂� mode by mode. Interestingly, for the vector
components, we find such simple expressions as

jz(↑)n,l,k = k

"(↑)n,l,k

��n,l�2 , jz(↓)n,l,k = k

"(↓)n,l,k

��n,l+1�2 (23)

for â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states and
j̄z(↑)n,l,k = − k

"̄(↑)n,l,k

��n,−l�2 , j̄z(↓)n,l,k = − k

"̄(↓)n,l,k

��n,−l−1�2 (24)

In the same way, the vector and the axial-vector 
currents are also mode decomposed… then…
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for b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. Here, it is a quite interesting and
profound observation that the following relations should
hold:

jz(↑)n,l,k = ⇢(↑)5n,l,k , jz(↓)n,l,k = −⇢(↓)5n,l,k ,

j̄z(↑)n,l,k = −⇢̄(↑)5n,l,k , j̄z(↓)n,l,k = ⇢̄(↓)5n,l,k

(25)

for any â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� and b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. We would empha-
size that the above simple proportionality holds even be-
yond the LLLs.

The axial vector part is a little more complicated. Af-
ter several line calculations we arrive at the following
expressions;

jz(↑)5n,l,k = ("
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2

− �e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2)
2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2

(26)

for â(↑)†n,l,k �0� states and
jz(↓)5n,l,k = − ("

(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1)
2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2

(27)

for â(↓)†n,l,k �0� states. In the same way,

j̄z(↑)5n,l,k = ("̄
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2

− �e�B(2n + �l� − l)
2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2

(28)

for b̂(↑)†n,l,k �0� states and
j̄z(↓)5n,l,k = − ("̄

(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l + 1� − l + 1)
2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2

(29)

for b̂(↓)†n,l,k �0� states. One might think that the above ex-
pressions look similar to previous Eqs. (14) and (15), but
the relative sign between two terms is di↵erent. There-
fore, an elegant mode-by-mode relation like Eq. (25) can-
not generally exist for the axial vector current.

Once we perform the spatial integration, we can sort
out two terms into one, which yields:

jz(↑)5n,l,k = � dxdy jz(↑)5n,l,k

= �1 − �e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2)
"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) � r

(↑)
n,l,k ,

(30)

and

jz(↓)5n,l,k = � dxdy jz(↓)5n,l,k

= −�1 − �e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1)
"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) � r(↓)n,l,k .

(31)

Any further simplification is, however, impossible unless
we limit ourselves to the LLLs. Indeed, for the LLLs
only, a simple relation realizes as follows:

jz(↓)5LLL = −⇢(↓)LLL , j̄z(↑)5LLL = −⇢̄(↑)LLL (32)

for any m, for the second terms drop o↵. We note that
only the (↓) states have the LLLs for negatively charged
particles and there is no counterpart relation for the (↑)
particle states. The same can be said about the anti-
particle LLL states.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE CHIRAL
MAGNETIC AND RELATED EFFECTS

The CME is characterized by a finite vector current
induced by a nonzero chirality under external magnetic
fields. The most compact representation of the CME re-
lies on the chiral chemical potential, µ5 and the formula
is j = µ5�(2⇡2)eB (where our j is not an electric current
but a vector current). Theoretically speaking, it would
be desirable to define the CME without resorting to µ5

that is a troublesome object. A common alternative is a
parity-odd background ∼ E ⋅B and, here, we are propos-
ing a novel picture of the CME by means of the mode
decomposition.

A. Recovery of the Chiral Magnetic E↵ect

We first discuss how to derive the well-known formula
of the ordinary CME with µ5 within the present frame-
work. In the presence of µ5 the wave-functions we pre-
sented before are no longer eigenstates and the eigenen-
ergies should be reconsidered. Generally speaking, µ5 de-
pendence is involved (but known; see Ref. [8]), and yet,
the (↑, ↓) parts give chirality contributions with equal
weights due to degeneracy with incremented n and con-
version by k → −k. Then, the current contributions can-
cel out due to an extra minus sign in Eq. (25), so that
only the LLL contribution survives, as is the case in the
standard CME computation. Now, we further simplify
the calculation by taking the m → 0 limit. We see that
the LLL states have definite chirality for m = 0 and we
do not have to re-diagonalize the Hamiltonian. Taking
the spatial average, (1�S⊥) ∫ dxdy, we can then express
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for b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. Here, it is a quite interesting and
profound observation that the following relations should
hold:

jz(↑)n,l,k = ⇢(↑)5n,l,k , jz(↓)n,l,k = −⇢(↓)5n,l,k ,

j̄z(↑)n,l,k = −⇢̄(↑)5n,l,k , j̄z(↓)n,l,k = ⇢̄(↓)5n,l,k

(25)

for any â(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� and b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� states. We would empha-
size that the above simple proportionality holds even be-
yond the LLLs.

The axial vector part is a little more complicated. Af-
ter several line calculations we arrive at the following
expressions;

jz(↑)5n,l,k = ("
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2

− �e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2)
2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2

(26)

for â(↑)†n,l,k �0� states and
jz(↓)5n,l,k = − ("

(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1)
2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2

(27)

for â(↓)†n,l,k �0� states. In the same way,

j̄z(↑)5n,l,k = ("̄
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2

− �e�B(2n + �l� − l)
2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2

(28)

for b̂(↑)†n,l,k �0� states and
j̄z(↓)5n,l,k = − ("̄

(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l + 1� − l + 1)
2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2

(29)

for b̂(↓)†n,l,k �0� states. One might think that the above ex-
pressions look similar to previous Eqs. (14) and (15), but
the relative sign between two terms is di↵erent. There-
fore, an elegant mode-by-mode relation like Eq. (25) can-
not generally exist for the axial vector current.

Once we perform the spatial integration, we can sort
out two terms into one, which yields:

jz(↑)5n,l,k = � dxdy jz(↑)5n,l,k

= �1 − �e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2)
"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) � r

(↑)
n,l,k ,

(30)

and

jz(↓)5n,l,k = � dxdy jz(↓)5n,l,k

= −�1 − �e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1)
"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) � r(↓)n,l,k .

(31)

Any further simplification is, however, impossible unless
we limit ourselves to the LLLs. Indeed, for the LLLs
only, a simple relation realizes as follows:

jz(↓)5LLL = −⇢(↓)LLL , j̄z(↑)5LLL = −⇢̄(↑)LLL (32)

for any m, for the second terms drop o↵. We note that
only the (↓) states have the LLLs for negatively charged
particles and there is no counterpart relation for the (↑)
particle states. The same can be said about the anti-
particle LLL states.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE CHIRAL
MAGNETIC AND RELATED EFFECTS

The CME is characterized by a finite vector current
induced by a nonzero chirality under external magnetic
fields. The most compact representation of the CME re-
lies on the chiral chemical potential, µ5 and the formula
is j = µ5�(2⇡2)eB (where our j is not an electric current
but a vector current). Theoretically speaking, it would
be desirable to define the CME without resorting to µ5

that is a troublesome object. A common alternative is a
parity-odd background ∼ E ⋅B and, here, we are propos-
ing a novel picture of the CME by means of the mode
decomposition.

A. Recovery of the Chiral Magnetic E↵ect

We first discuss how to derive the well-known formula
of the ordinary CME with µ5 within the present frame-
work. In the presence of µ5 the wave-functions we pre-
sented before are no longer eigenstates and the eigenen-
ergies should be reconsidered. Generally speaking, µ5 de-
pendence is involved (but known; see Ref. [8]), and yet,
the (↑, ↓) parts give chirality contributions with equal
weights due to degeneracy with incremented n and con-
version by k → −k. Then, the current contributions can-
cel out due to an extra minus sign in Eq. (25), so that
only the LLL contribution survives, as is the case in the
standard CME computation. Now, we further simplify
the calculation by taking the m → 0 limit. We see that
the LLL states have definite chirality for m = 0 and we
do not have to re-diagonalize the Hamiltonian. Taking
the spatial average, (1�S⊥) ∫ dxdy, we can then express

These relations hold mode-by-mode. 
No such relations for the axial-vector current!

This is the mode-decomposed origin of CME.
Cannot be seen without mode decomposition.
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B

electron positron

spin spin

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the LLLs for negatively
charged particles (electrons) and positively charged anti-
particles (positrons). The preferred spin and orbital align-
ments are consistent with classical motion of charged parti-
cles.

LLLs are found to be (↑) states with n = 0 and l ≥ 0 (i.e.,

Jz > 0), for which "̄(↑)n=0,l≥0,k =√k2 +m2. The range of l is(−∞,∞) but the LLLs span over −S⊥�eB��(2⇡) < Jz < 0
for the (↓) particles and 0 < Jz < S⊥�eB��(2⇡) for the(↑) anti-particles for su�ciently large S⊥�eB��(2⇡) (see
Ref. [46] for details).

We note that the preferred (↑, ↓) and the range of l for
these LLLs are completely consistent with our intuition
based on classical physics; the energy is lowered by the
spin alignment anti-parallel to B for negatively charged
particles, while the spin alignment should be parallel to
B for positively charged anti-particles. The orbital dy-
namics is in accord to the Larmor motion in classical
electrodynamics and Jz < 0 for electrons and Jz > 0 for
positrons are naturally concluded, respectively. For a
schematic illustration, see Fig. 1.

III. MODE DECOMPOSED DENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

We will consider mode-by-mode contributions to the
expectation values of the scalar (density), the pseudo-
scalar (chirality density), the vector, and the axial-vector
operators. We will later make use of the results in this
section to propose the mode decomposed version of the
CME. Also we apply our results for a canonical formula-
tion of rotating fermions.

A. Density and Chirality Density

The fermion number density is given by ⇢ = � ̂† ̂�,
where  ̂ represents a Dirac field operator. It is a standard
procedure to expand  ̂ in terms of the complete basis of

u(↑,↓)n,l,k with particle annihilation operators â(↑,↓)n,l,k and v(↑,↓)n,l,k

with anti-particle creation operators b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k in the second
quantization method. Then, we can express ⇢ as a linear
superposition of di↵erent (n, l, k) contributions, which we
can symbolically represent in the following form:

⇢ = �
n,l,k
(⇢(↑)n,l,k + ⇢(↓)n,l,k + ⇢̄(↑)n,l,k + ⇢̄(↓)n,l,k) , (12)

where the first two (and the last two) represent the par-
ticle (and the anti-particle) contributions. The sum-
integral is a short-hand representation of the phase space
sum over (n, l, k) with the proper weight having the mass
dimension three. More explicitly, the phase space inte-
gral is replaced as

� d2k⊥(2⇡)2 ⇔
1

S⊥�n,l
′ → �eB�

2⇡
�
n,l

, (13)

where S⊥ is the transverse area and∑′ denotes a weighted
sum that can reproduce the phase space integral in the
zero magnetic limit and the weight goes to S⊥�eB��(2⇡)
for su�ciently large S⊥�eB��(2⇡). For a precise definition,
see Ref. [46]; we need to cope with a finite sized boundary
condition and this is beyond the current scope.

These expectation values of ⇢(↑,↓)n,l,k and ⇢̄(↑,↓)n,l,k depend on

the state. If we take an expectation value with â(↑)†n,l,k �0�,
we can immediately find the density constituent, using
the explicit solutions of the Dirac equation, as

⇢(↑)n,l,k = ("
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l� + l + 2)
2"(↑)n,l,k("(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2 .

(14)

In the same way, we consider an expectation value cor-

responding to a state, â(↓)†n,l,k �0�, which turns out to be

⇢(↓)n,l,k = ("
(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l+1�2

+ �e�B(2n + �l + 1� + l + 1)
2"(↓)n,l,k("(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,l�2 .

(15)

Similarly, for the anti-particle contributions, states

b̂(↑,↓)†n,l,k �0� lead to the expectation values as given by

⇢̄(↑)n,l,k = − ("̄
(↑)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2

− �e�B(2n + �l� − l)
2"̄(↑)n,l,k("̄(↑)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2 ,

(16)

and

⇢̄(↓)n,l,k = − ("̄
(↓)
n,l,k +m)2 + k2

2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l−1�2

− �e�B(2n + �l + 1� − l + 1)
2"̄(↓)n,l,k("̄(↓)n,l,k +m) ��n,−l�2 .

(17)

For our later quantitative discussions it is important to
note that the spatially integrated quantities (denoted by

9

For the calculation of the density ⇢, as discussed in
Ref. [45], only the LLL contribution remains finite up
to the linear order in !. For the LLLs, then, Jz < 0
for ! > 0 is chosen out for the negatively charged parti-
cles, and Jz > 0 is for the anti-particles. It is clear from
the above step-function distribution functions that only
the anti-particle LLL states make nonzero contributions.
Therefore, the density is attributed solely to the anti-
particle LLL states with !Jz > 0, and this is along the
direction of the anti-particle LLL motion as illustrated
in Fig. 1. To summarize, for m = 0, we can express the
spatially averaged density as follows:

⇢ = −� 1

S⊥
2⇡

�eB� �
�eB�
2⇡

S⊥�eB��(2⇡)�
Jz>0 � dk

2⇡
✓(!Jz − �k�)

= − !

⇡S⊥
S⊥�eB��(2⇡)�

Jz

�l + 1

2
�

= −!�eB�
4⇡2

+ (orbital part) . (43)

Therefore, the spin contribution to an induced density
reads:

⇢spin = −!�eB�
4⇡2

, (44)

which correctly coincides with Ref. [45]. The orbital part
may look proportional to S⊥ which diverges in the ther-
modynamic limit. This pathological behavior arises from
the magnetic contribution to the angular momentum and
we need careful treatments of the canonical and the ki-
netic orbital angular momenta [71]. They are di↵erent
by �eB�r2�2 [72] and this extra contribution (coming from
the Poynting vector) cancels the orbital part. We will
present more detailed and explicit discussions on this
subtle but interesting point in another publication.

D. Chiral Vortical E↵ect

The CVE is characterized by an axial vector current
induced in matter at ! ≠ 0. The current can exist at
finite value of either temperature or density, and we will
consider the finite density situation only in this paper.
Then, the CVE formula should be; j5 = µ2�(2⇡2)! in
the case of m = 0 and �eB� = 0. The coexistence of finite
magnetic field may change the formula and it would be an
intriguing question to generalize the CVE formula to the
finite magnetic case. The extra magnetic contribution
to the orbital angular momentum is, however, a subtle
problem and we will discuss it in another publication.

In the massless limit the axial vector current (after the

spatial average) is given by

jz5 = � 1

S⊥
2⇡

�eB� �
�eB�
2⇡
�
n,l
� dk

2⇡
� k2

"(↑)2n,l,k

✓(!Jz + µ − "(↑)n,l,k)
− k2

"(↓)2n,l,k

✓(!Jz + µ − "(↓)n,l,k) + k2

"̄(↑)2n,l,k

✓(!Jz − µ − "̄(↑)n,l,k)
− k2

"̄(↓)2n,l,k

✓(!Jz − µ − "̄(↓)n,l,k)� . (45)

One might think that only the LLLs remain with incre-
mented n, but in this case Jz enters the step functions
and the cancellation is incomplete. Namely, the LLLs
give:

jz5,LLL = 1

S⊥ �−
−S⊥�eB��(2⇡)�

Jz<0 � dk

2⇡
✓(!Jz + µ − �k�)

+ S⊥�eB��(2⇡)�
Jz>0 � dk

2⇡
✓(!Jz − µ − �k�)�

= �! − 2µ� �eB�
4⇡2
+ (orbital part) , (46)

and the first term is completely consistent with a com-
bination of the LLL relation (36) and the induced den-
sity (44). The second term is nothing but the CSE for-
mula (38).

For higher LL contributions, we note that "(↑)n,l,k =
"(↓)n+1,l−1,k and "̄(↓)n,l,k = "̄(↑)n+1,l+1,k. By incrementing n and
shifting l accordingly, we get:

jz5 = 1

S⊥ �n>0,l�
dk

2⇡
� k2

"(↓)2n,l,k

�✓(!Jz + ! + µ − "(↓)n,l,k)
− ✓(!Jz + µ − "(↓)n,l,k)� + k2

"̄(↑)2n,l,k

�✓(!Jz − µ − "̄(↑)n,l,k)
− ✓(!Jz − ! − µ − "̄(↑)n,l,k)��

= 1

S⊥ �n>0,l�
dk

2⇡

k2

"(↓)2n,l,k

�✓(!Jz + ! + µ − "(↓)n,l,k)
− ✓(!Jz + µ − "(↓)n,l,k) + ✓(−!Jz − µ − "(↓)n,l,k)
− ✓(−!Jz − ! − µ − "(↓)n,l,k)�

� 1

S⊥ �n>0,l�
dk

2⇡

k2 !

"(↓)2n,l,k

��(µ − "(↓)n,l,k) + �(−µ − "(↓)n,l,k)� .
(47)

Here, in the last step, we made expansion in terms of
! � 1, which is adopted in the standard derivation of
the CVE formula. For µ > 0 the second term from the
anti-particle is vanishing. The term involving Jz is of
higher order in the ! expansion. Then, in the limit of
eB → 0, we can replace (1�S⊥)∑n,l ∫ dk2⊥�(2⇡)2 [as we

Mechanism ~ Thouless pumping (Floquet theory)

Hattori-Yin (2016)
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For the calculation of the density ⇢, as discussed in
Ref. [45], only the LLL contribution remains finite up
to the linear order in !. For the LLLs, then, Jz < 0
for ! > 0 is chosen out for the negatively charged parti-
cles, and Jz > 0 is for the anti-particles. It is clear from
the above step-function distribution functions that only
the anti-particle LLL states make nonzero contributions.
Therefore, the density is attributed solely to the anti-
particle LLL states with !Jz > 0, and this is along the
direction of the anti-particle LLL motion as illustrated
in Fig. 1. To summarize, for m = 0, we can express the
spatially averaged density as follows:

⇢ = −� 1

S⊥
2⇡

�eB� �
�eB�
2⇡

S⊥�eB��(2⇡)�
Jz>0 � dk

2⇡
✓(!Jz − �k�)

= − !

⇡S⊥
S⊥�eB��(2⇡)�

Jz

�l + 1

2
�

= −!�eB�
4⇡2

+ (orbital part) . (43)

Therefore, the spin contribution to an induced density
reads:

⇢spin = −!�eB�
4⇡2

, (44)

which correctly coincides with Ref. [45]. The orbital part
may look proportional to S⊥ which diverges in the ther-
modynamic limit. This pathological behavior arises from
the magnetic contribution to the angular momentum and
we need careful treatments of the canonical and the ki-
netic orbital angular momenta [71]. They are di↵erent
by �eB�r2�2 [72] and this extra contribution (coming from
the Poynting vector) cancels the orbital part. We will
present more detailed and explicit discussions on this
subtle but interesting point in another publication.

D. Chiral Vortical E↵ect

The CVE is characterized by an axial vector current
induced in matter at ! ≠ 0. The current can exist at
finite value of either temperature or density, and we will
consider the finite density situation only in this paper.
Then, the CVE formula should be; j5 = µ2�(2⇡2)! in
the case of m = 0 and �eB� = 0. The coexistence of finite
magnetic field may change the formula and it would be an
intriguing question to generalize the CVE formula to the
finite magnetic case. The extra magnetic contribution
to the orbital angular momentum is, however, a subtle
problem and we will discuss it in another publication.

In the massless limit the axial vector current (after the
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and the first term is completely consistent with a com-
bination of the LLL relation (36) and the induced den-
sity (44). The second term is nothing but the CSE for-
mula (38).

For higher LL contributions, we note that "(↑)n,l,k =
"(↓)n+1,l−1,k and "̄(↓)n,l,k = "̄(↑)n+1,l+1,k. By incrementing n and
shifting l accordingly, we get:

jz5 = 1
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dk
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"(↓)2n,l,k
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(47)

Here, in the last step, we made expansion in terms of
! � 1, which is adopted in the standard derivation of
the CVE formula. For µ > 0 the second term from the
anti-particle is vanishing. The term involving Jz is of
higher order in the ! expansion. Then, in the limit of
eB → 0, we can replace (1�S⊥)∑n,l ∫ dk2⊥�(2⇡)2 [as we

Thermodynamically unstable!?

Finite-size effects must be considered!  (Talk by Mameda)
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and the first term is completely consistent with a com-
bination of the LLL relation (36) and the induced den-
sity (44). The second term is nothing but the CSE for-
mula (38).

For higher LL contributions, we note that "(↑)n,l,k =
"(↓)n+1,l−1,k and "̄(↓)n,l,k = "̄(↑)n+1,l+1,k. By incrementing n and
shifting l accordingly, we get:
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Here, in the last step, we made expansion in terms of
! � 1, which is adopted in the standard derivation of
the CVE formula. For µ > 0 the second term from the
anti-particle is vanishing. The term involving Jz is of
higher order in the ! expansion. Then, in the limit of
eB → 0, we can replace (1�S⊥)∑n,l ∫ dk2⊥�(2⇡)2 [as we
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Angular momentum of superfluid vortex is 
topological, but that of magnetic vortex is not.

8

with D ⌘ r� ieneA. Instead of solving this equation directly, we would like to make the

problem close to a more conventional situation in condensed matter physics, by considering

the nonrelativistic reduction. Because the nonrelativistic energy is measured from the rest

mass energy m (where we use the natural unit system with c = 1), we should split the mass

term and rescale the field as

µ ! m+ µ̃ , �2 ! �m
2 + �̃2 , �!  p

2m
, (2.6)

where µ̃ denotes the nonrelativistic chemical potential. Equation (2.5) multiplied by 1/
p
2m

then becomes

(�̃2 + µ̃� eneA
0) +

D2

2m
 � �4

4m2
| |2 = 0 , (2.7)

where we have dropped a subleading term proportional to (µ̃� eneA
0)2/(2m).

We should solve Eq. (2.7) together with Eq. (2.4) for EM fields. For ⌫ = 0 Eq. (2.4) reads

r2
A

0 + ene| |2 + q = �ene

m
(µ̃� eneA

0)| |2 ' 0 , (2.8)

where we again drop the last term which is subleading according to the approximation

made in Eq. (2.7), while we still keep the kinetic term D2
/(2m) in Eq. (2.7). For notational

brevity, let us rename our variables as follows

�̃2 + µ̃ ! µ ,
�4

4m2
! g , A

0 =
µ

ene

a ,  !
r

µ

g
 . (2.9)

Here, we note that this µ is di↵erent from the original one in Eq. (2.5). Together with the

spatial components of Eq. (2.4), our equations finally become

(1� a) +
1

m
2
H

(r� ieneA)2 � | |2 = 0 , (2.10)

r⇥ (r⇥A) +m
2
V


A| |2 � i

2ene

�
 r † � †r 

��
= 0 , (2.11)

r2
a+ 2m2m

2
V

m
2
H

(| |2 + q̃) = 0 , (2.12)

where q̃ ⌘ (g/eneµ)q, and we also introduce the two typical mass scales as

m
2
H
⌘ 2mµ , m

2
V
⌘ (ene)2µ

mg
. (2.13)

Physically, 1/mH represents the coherent length of the field  , while 1/mV represents the

penetration length of the magnetic field. If the penetration length is smaller than the coher-

ent length, mV > mH , the Meissner screening e↵ect is dominant and the phase separation is

dimensionless static potential (~ E)

electric charge density
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Vortex Solution

9

more preferred than forming magnetic vortices, which corresponds to Type-I superconductiv-

ity. We are interested in Type-II superconductivity in the opposite regime with mH > mV .

The Ansatz for the vortex solution with the winding number ⌫ is

 = f(r) ei⌫' , a = a(r) , A
i = � ⌫

ene

"
ij
x
j

r2

⇥
1� h(r)

⇤
, (2.14)

where r ⌘
p
x2 + y2 and tan' ⌘ y/x. Introducing a dimensionless radial coordinate,

⇢ ⌘ mV r, we can rewrite the di↵erential equations (with 0 ⌘ d

d⇢
) as

� (⇢ f 0)0 +
⌫
2
h
2

⇢
f + � ⇢ f(f 2 � 1 + a) = 0 , (2.15)

⇢

✓
h
0

⇢

◆0

� f
2
h = 0 , (2.16)

1

⇢
(⇢ a0)0 +

2

�

m
2

m
2
V

(f 2 + q̃) = 0 , (2.17)

where � ⌘ m
2
H
/m

2
V
> 1. For the total charge neutrality condition, we impose the condition

Z

x

q̃ = �
Z

x

f
2
. (2.18)

This neutrality condition is demanded by the fact that the static potential would behave as

a(⇢ � 1) = Q

2⇡ log ⇢ if the total net charge Q is nonzero. The combination of (µ � eneA
0)

appears in the equations of motion and it plays a role of an e↵ective chemical potential. To

have a well-defined e↵ective chemical potential at spatial infinity, we should impose Q = 0.

We can numerically solve these di↵erential equations with appropriate boundary con-

ditions. Let us first consider the conventional “locally neutral” vortex solution without

coupling to electric field, so that a(r) = 0 simply. This can be achieved by choosing a space

dependent background charge density q̃(x) that locally neutralizes the net charge; that is,

f
2 + q̃ = 0, leading to a(r) = 0 from Eq. (2.17). Most Type-II vortices behave this way,

but there are examples where this does not happen in general; see Refs. [3, 4]. We will

be considering more general q̃(x) later when we discuss the total angular momentum. The

regularity of  at ⇢ = 0 requires f(0) = 0, and at infinity it should approach the vacuum

value of f(1) = 1. In the absence of a, thus, the boundary conditions should be

f(0) = 0 , f(1) = 1 , h(0) = 1 , h(1) = 0 . (2.19)

We can easily obtain the numerical solutions using the shooting method to satisfy these

boundary conditions. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows an example of the profile of the magnetic

vortex for � = 1.5. We see that h(⇢) extends more widely than f(⇢), reflecting mH > mV .
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vortex for � = 1.5. We see that h(⇢) extends more widely than f(⇢), reflecting mH > mV .

Global Neutrality

Electric fields from local charge density
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local charge density and electric field certainly exist. We see that the profile of condensate

slightly shrinks as compared to the locally neutral case shown in the left panel.

Let us now compute the angular momenta carried by the matter and the EM fields. The

matter part of the angular momentum is

L
kin
z

=

Z

x

 
†
⇣~
i
D'

⌘
 , D' ⌘ @' � iene

~ A' , A' =
⌫~
ene

[1� h(r)] , (2.22)

where we reinstate ~ as a common unit for the angular momentum and also change

the variables back to r and '. We note that the boundary condition (2.21) guarantees

D'[f(r)ei⌫'] ! 0 as r ! 1, and the above integral is convergent. It should be mentioned

that the above form of the angular momentum using D' corresponds to the kinetic angular

momentum, that is the angular momentum carried by matter alone. We could have defined

the canonical angular momentum using @'. It is straightforward to find

L
can
z

=

Z

x

 
†
⇣~
i
@'

⌘
 = ⌫(2⇡~)µ

g

Z
R

0

dr r f
2(r) = ⌫~N , (2.23)

where N ⌘ µ

g

R
x f

2 is the total number of particles, and R is the size of the system in radial

direction. This expression is identical to the well-known one for the quantized angular

momentum of a superfluid vortex. Usually the canonical angular momentum represents the

total angular momentum, which is conserved. Alternatively we can consider the conserved

angular momentum as the sum of L
kin
z

and the EM contribution, L
EM
z

, i.e., L
kin,total
z

=

L
kin
z

+ L
EM
z

. Which of Lcan
z

or L
kin,total
z

is the relevant angular momentum depends on the

physical setup. In our present setup we can gradually turn on the magnetic field, so that

the magnetic vortex emerges. In this case, it makes sense to consider Lkin,total
z

, not Lcan
z

. If

we increased e gradually on top of a superfluid vortex, Lcan
z

would be a sensible choice, but

in reality we cannot change the gauge coupling constant.

With the explicit forms of the vortex profile and the associated vector potential, the

matter part of the angular momentum become

L
kin
z

= ⌫(2⇡~)µ
g

Z
R

0

dr r h(r) f 2(r) . (2.24)

The di↵erence from the canonical expression (2.23) is the presence of h(r) in the integrand.

Because h(r) decays when f(r) increases as in Fig. 1, we see that Lkin
z

is smaller than L
can
z

.

Let us next consider the EM contribution, i.e.,

L
EM
z

=

Z

x

⇥
x⇥ (E ⇥B)

⇤
z
. (2.25)
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Belinfante gives a smaller value…?
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FIG. 2. The integrand of Eq. (2.26) in terms of dimensionless variables for � = 1.5 andm2/m2
V
= 1,

which represents the local distribution of the EM angular momentum.

Plugging the explicit forms of E and B into the above, we find L
EM
z

as

L
EM
z

= �(2⇡)
⌫µ

(ene)2

Z
R

0

dr


r
da(r)

dr

�
dh(r)

dr
. (2.26)

In Fig. 2 the integrand corresponding to the local angular momentum density is plotted,

where the variables are made dimensionless again.

The angular momentum distribution is peaked around ⇢ ⇠ 1 and decays at large ⇢. We

can perform an integration by part and use the equation of motion to transform the above

expression into

L
EM
z

= �(2⇡)
⌫µ

(ene)2

⇢
r
da(r)

dr
h(r)

����
R

0

+2~ m
2

�

Z
R

0

dr r h(r)
⇥
f
2(r) + q̃(r)

⇤�
. (2.27)

Because of the boundary conditions (2.21), the surface contribution vanishes. Using � =

m
2
H
/m

2
V
we can simplify the above expression into

L
EM
z

= �⌫(2⇡~)µ
g

Z
R

0

dr r h(r)
⇥
f
2(r) + q̃(r)

⇤
. (2.28)

Comparing with the matter contribution L
kin
z

in Eq. (2.24), the first term is remarkably

equal to �L
kin
z

, and the total kinetic angular momentum is thus,

L
kin,total
z

= �⌫(2⇡~)µ
g

Z
R

0

dr r h(r)q̃(r) . (2.29)

We see that L
kin,total
z

is proportional to q̃ and this nonzero value of the total angular mo-

mentum is attributed to the presence of the background. If we had no background, q̃ = 0,

then L
kin
z

and L
EM
z

would have perfect cancellation, but we must allow for the “charged”

magnetic vortex. This might be possible due to finiteness of the system bounded by R. A

natural realization of this possibility will be discussed as Class II in the next section.

Cancel out

Finite AM remains from 
the background charge 
needed for neutrality

10

FIG. 1. (Left panel) Profile of the conventional elementary (⌫ = 1) magnetic vortex; f and h

without coupling to a for � = 1.5. (Right panel) Profile of the elementary vortex with the electric

field; f , h, and a for � = 1.5 and m2/m2
V
= 1.

As a nontrivial example where the local charge density and the electric field are nonva-

nishing, let us consider a constant background charge density q̃, that is determined by the

total charge neutrality condition (2.20) as

q̃ = � 1

S

Z

x

f
2
, (2.20)

with S ⌘
R
x. In the limit of infinitely large system q̃ would approach unity. In this case we

should revise the boundary conditions accordingly. That is, f needs not to be unity at large

⇢, but f 2 � 1 + a should be vanishing as ⇢ gets large. Also, we physically require vanishing

electric field at ⇢ = 0 and ⇢ ! 1. Therefore, we impose the following boundary conditions:

f(0) = 0 , f(1) =
p
1� a(1) , h(0) = 1 , h(1) = 0 , a

0(0) = 0 , a
0(1) = 0 .

(2.21)

Actually, these boundary conditions are not su�cient to determine the numerical solution

uniquely, but the gauge transformation of a(⇢) ! a(⇢) + c with a constant c still exists.

This shift would change the value of µ, and the magnitude of condensate would also be

modified, which would result in a di↵erent value of q̃ in Eq. (2.20). In other words, we can

adjust q̃ to make a constant shift on a(⇢). To fix this gauge freedom, a natural condition

to impose would be to set a ! 0 at large ⇢, so that the e↵ective chemical potential, by

definition, remains to be µ. We choose � = 1.5 and m
2
/m

2
V

= 1 to find that a(1) ! 0

is realized with q̃ ' �0.985. In the right panel of Fig. 1 we present the numerical solution

with these parameters. This explicitly demonstrates that nontrivial solutions with nonzero
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Relativistic Nielsen-Olesen vortices
Vortices exist in the vacuum (zero chemical potential) k9

Neutral Nielsen-Olesen Vortex

Particle
Vortex

Antiparticle
Antivortex

6A:X 9X a+?2K�iB+ BHHmbi`�iBQM Q7 i?2 +?�`;2 M2mi`�H LB2Hb2M@PH2b2M pQ`i2t +QKTQb2/ 7`QK � T�`iB+H2

pQ`i2t �M/ �M �MiBT�`iB+H2 �MiBpQ`i2tX

/2MbBiv Q7 2M2`;v Q7 � +?�`;2/ pQ`i2t Bb /Bp2`;2Mi BM BM}MBi2 bT�+2- �M/ � b2MbB#H2 bQHmiBQM
rQmH/ 2tBbi QMHv BM � }MBi2 i`�Mbp2`b2 pQHmK2X �b r2 rBHH 7Q+mb QM �xBKmi?�HHv bvKK2i`B+
pQ`i2t +QM};m`�iBQMb iQ �TTHv Qm` �M;mH�` KQK2MimK +QMb2`p�iBQM �`;mK2Mi- r2 +QMbB/2`
� bT�iB�H +miQz BM i`�Mbp2`b2 bT�+2 �i � +2`i�BM /Bbi�M+2 7`QK i?2 Q`B;BM- i?�i Bb- r  R BM
i?2 `�/B�H /B`2+iBQMX q2 rBHH b?Qr i?�i i?2 iQi�H �M;mH�` KQK2MimK Q7 � +?�`;2/ pQ`i2t
rBi?BM i?2 pQHmK2 r  R Bb �Hr�vb x2`Q 7Q` �Mv +miQz R- r?2M r2 bmK i?2 +QMi`B#miBQMb Q7
#Qi? K�ii2` T�`i �M/ i?2 ;�m;2 }2H/bX

Pm` +QM+HmbBQM `2+iB}2b � KBbH2�/BM; bi�i2K2Mi BM i?2 �TT2M/Bt * Q7 i?2 r2HH@FMQrM
HBi2`�im`2- _27X (RR)- i?�i � +?�`;2/ LB2Hb2M@PH2b2M pQ`i2t +�``B2b � MQMx2`Q �M;mH�` KQK2M@
imKX Pm` `2bmHi Q7 p�MBb?BM; �M;mH�` KQK2MimK 2p2M 7Q` +?�`;2/ pQ`iB+2b Bb BM/2T2M/2Mi
Q7 i?2 Bbbm2 Q7 /Bp2`;BM; HBM2 2M2`;v /2MbBiv BM BM}MBi2 bT�+2X G�i2`- r2 rBHH KQ`2 T`2+Bb2Hv
TQBMi Qmi r?2`2 i?2 KBbH2�/BM; +QM+HmbBQM BM _27X (RR) bi2Kb 7`QKX

h?2 +QKTmi�iBQM BM i?2 +?�`;2/ pQ`i2t +�b2 Bb KQ`2 /2HB+�i2 i?�M i?2 M2mi`�H +�b2- �M/
i?2 /2i�BH2/ K2+?�MBbK 7Q` +�M+2HH�iBQM Bb bBKBH�` iQ i?�i BM i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQMX 6B`bi Q7 �HH-
bBM+2 ⇧ 6= 0- i?2 T�`iB+H2 pQ`i2t �M/ i?2 �MiBT�`iB+H2 �MiBpQ`i2t ?�p2 /Bz2`2Mi �KTHBim/2b-
�M/ i?2 M2i K�ii2` �M;mH�` KQK2MimK MQ HQM;2` +�M+2Hb iQ #2 x2`QX 6`QK i?2 `�/B�H 2H2+i`B+
}2H/- E 6= 0- i?2 ;�m;2 }2H/b �HbQ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 iQi�H �M;mH�` KQK2MimKX q2 i�F2 i?2
7QHHQrBM; �Mb�ix-

� = f(r) ei⌫' , A0 = a(r) , A' =
⌫

e

⇥
1� h(r)

⇤
UjXk9V

rBi? i?2 #QmM/�`v +QM/BiBQM 7Q` p�MBb?BM; K�;M2iB+ ~mt- BX2X- h(R) = 0 �i bm{+B2MiHv H�`;2

Relativistic vortices do not carry any angular momentum.
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�M;mH�` KQK2MimK +QMb2`p�iBQMX h?2 �M;mH�` KQK2MimK +�``B2/ #v i?2 bm``QmM/BM;
;�m;2 }2H/b b?QmH/ #2 BM+Hm/2/X 1t�KTH2b �`2 i?2 pQ`iB+2b BM `2H�iBpBbiB+ }2H/ i?2Q`B2b
�M/ +QbKQHQ;vX

Ç *H�bb AAA U2tQiB+ pQ`iB+2bV, h?2v ?�p2 �M BM?QKQ;2M2Qmb T`Q}H2 �HQM; i?2 pQ`i2t
�tBb- bQ i?�i i?2v +�MMQi #2 +`2�i2/ #v � bBKTH2 T`Q+2/m`2 Q7 TB2`+BM; K�;M2iB+ ~mtX
h?2v K�v Q` K�v MQi +�``v �M;mH�` KQK2MimKX �M 2t�KTH2 Bb i?2 +?�`;2/ b2KBHQ+�H
pQ`i2tX

AM i?2 7QHHQrBM; b2+iBQMb- r2 T`2b2Mi /2i�BH2/ �M�HvbBb QM +QM+`2i2 2t�KTH2b i?�i #2HQM;
iQ 2�+? Q7 i?2 �#Qp2 +H�bb2b- BM Q`/2`X

AAX *G�aa A, *�a1 ahl.u P6 J�:L1hA* oP_hA*1a qAh> LPLw1_P

�L:lG�_ JPJ1LhlJ

AM i?Bb b2+iBQM r2 /Bb+mbb i?2 +�b2 Q7 K�;M2iB+ pQ`iB+2b i?�i +�``v � MQMx2`Q �M;mH�`
KQK2MimKX "2+�mb2 i?2 �M;mH�` KQK2MimK b?QmH/ #2 +QMb2`p2/ �b HQM; �b `Qi�iBQM�H
bvKK2i`v Bb T`2b2`p2/- i?2 �M;mH�` KQK2MimK Q7 K�;M2iB+ pQ`iB+2b- B7 Bi Bb MQMx2`Q- b?QmH/

Magnetic vortices carry a finite angular momentum

Magnetic vortices carry zero angular momentum

Vortices are twisted with “intrinsic” angular momentum
[Abraham’s vortex]
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Summary

Rotation + B makes rich phase structures! 
□ Phenomenologically important 
Finite size systems with boundary are crucial! 
□ Unphysical divergences cured by finite size 
□ Calculations cumbersome with many special funcs. 
Mode decomposed analysis very useful! 
□More differential information on CME, CSE, CVE,… 
Magnetic vortex is a well-defined object! 
□ Boundary is imposed physically 
□ Electromagnetic contributions to the angular momenta
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